Topic: Course Builder

To access the **Course Builder**, click **Course Admin** from your navigation bar, then click **Course Builder**.

The **Course Builder** tool allows you to set-up or add-on to your course an easier way, rather than inserting content and modules via content menu. The Instructional Design Wizard allows you to easily build your course to your needs.

As you build your course outline with modules and placeholders, you can add notes to each module and placeholder summarizing your course goals and learning objectives.

The **Course Builder** tool utilizes the following tools all in one place:

- Content
- Manage Files
- Discussions
- Quizzes Grades
- Competencies
What are Nodes, Modules, Placeholders, and Objects?

**Nodes:** Nodes are each structure element on the canvas. Nodes are all modules, placeholders or any other object.

**Modules:** A module is an element that can help represent chapters, units, or sections in your course. You must create a module before you can add objects and placeholders.

**Placeholders:** A placeholder is a container for an object. It is invisible to students unless you insert an object in it. There are five different types of placeholders: links, files, discussions, assignments, and quizzes.

**Objects:** Objects are learning materials, activities, and assessments in your course. You can have links, HTML files, discussions, dropboxes, quizzes, grade items, and learning objectives. When you create an object in the Course Builder, you are adding items to the course content.

The Course Builder Interface

The Course Builder page is split up into three panes: the **Toolbox**, the **Canvas**, and the **Property** panes.

The Course Builder allows you to simply drag-and-drop items into your canvas pane, and that directly goes into your content menu.
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The Toolbox

In the toolbox, there are three modules: **Build Outline**, **Add Content**, and **Browse Tools**.
The **Build Outline** module contains all modules and placeholders for items such as links, assignments, discussions, etc.

These modules help organize and insert content in your course content menu.

The **Add Content** module contains all the ‘fillers’ for the outline modules. Here you can add links, HTML files, discussions, quizzes, assignments, and learning objectives. This is where the actual content is added and viewed.

Note that the Add Content module only allows you to create new content.

The **Browse Tools** module lets you view all created items such as already created quizzes, discussions, course files, etc.

It’s the same as the Add Content module, except instead of creating new items; you are adding already created content.
The Canvas

The canvas is the visual presentation of your content. The grey boxes are modules, and within the boxes are the content items.

The canvas is easy to use. You can simply drag-and-drop items from the toolbox onto the canvas to create modules, content, links, and more.

The Properties Menu

The properties menu shows details on the item that is selected.
For example, if you have a module with a quiz in it, it will show:
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So, as long as there is a module or outline for an object, you can put any kind of content into your course builder.

**For More Information**

Please contact the Office of Online & Extended Learning at support@mnstate.edu or 218.477.2603 if you have questions about this material.